Paper Submission Guidelines

Conferences use following submission and review processes.

Make sure that you carefully read the guidelines below before submitting your paper.

1. IMPORTANT DATES

   1. Paper submission          30th November 2015
   2. Notification of paper acceptance 31st December 2015 onwards
   3. Camera ready copy          14th January 2016

2. SUBMISSION CRITERIA AND REVIEW PROCESS

The conference will accommodate a ‘three peer review’ process for all submissions anonymously. Therefore, authors should NOT include their name or institution on the cover page of the initial submission, and should make an effort to ensure that there is no revealing information in the text (such as obvious citations to authors’ previous work, or making acknowledgments to colleagues of long standing). Authors should also avoid posting their submitted manuscript on the web until the final notification date.

All submissions must be original works that have not been published previously in any archived conference proceedings, magazine, or journal. Related previous work by the authors must be cited
(anonymously if desired and appropriate), and the differences to work described in the submitted manuscript must be clearly explained. Concurrent submissions are strictly forbidden. If it is determined that an identical or substantially similar manuscript is simultaneously under consideration at another publication venue or forum (e.g., conference, journal, edited book) the manuscript will be rejected at an early stage in the review process.

3. SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL AND FORMATTING GUIDELINES

All papers should adhere to the IEEE conference paper formatting guidelines. Authors are required to check their papers with IEEE PDF eXpress before uploading their final papers. This is to comply with IEEE Xplore requirements. Failure to adhere to the guidelines will prevent your paper to be published by IEEE Xplore.

4. GENERAL EXPECTATIONS AND ETHICS GUIDELINES

At least one author of an accepted paper must attend the conference to present the work, and We expect that submissions will clearly discuss the novel and significant contributions and place them in the context of prior art in the field.

When submitting your paper you will be asked to provide a complete list of authors even when submitting an anonymized version of the manuscript. This is required to avoid potential conflicts of interest when assigning reviewers. Adding additional authors AFTER the acceptance of a paper is unacceptable and will not be permitted.

Submissions will be treated as confidential communications during the review process, so submission does not constitute public disclosure of any ideas therein. Submissions should contain no information or materials that will be proprietary or confidential at the time of publication (at the conference), and should cite no publications that are proprietary or confidential at the time of publication.